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THE ROLE OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION IN IMPROVING IMAGES OF
MALAYSIAN SECONDARY SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS
'N. Yusof and 2G. Daimin
*corresponding author: babykhalifah77@gmail.com
Abstract
This research will investigate the role of visual communication in enhancing the image of secondary
school textbooks in Malaysia. This research presents the issues and problems such elements of visual
communication on the textbooks. The study was also revealing comparative visual communication el-
ements between Malaysian textbooks and abroad textbooks. Next, this study was present recommen-
dations for improvement as further efforts to overcome these issues. The research methodology was
applied a quantitative approach which is administered by survey instruments to answers the research
problem. This study were participated by secondary school students, academician who are teachers
and industries expertise who are graphic designer. The study was involved in Shah Alam area. All the
data collection were gathered, tabulated and analyzed by using Microsoft Excel. The finding showed,
the role of visual communication in enhancing the images of textbook seen needed to transformation
and improvement to become more systematic to fulfill the standard quality requirement. To that end,
this study was introduced the new identity of visual communication design ofKBSM textbook.
Author Keywords: KBSM textbooks, visual communication; issues and problems; recommendations
for improvement.
INTRODUCTION
Kurikulum Bersepadu Sekolah Menengah (KBSM) as outlined in the National Education Pol-
icy aims to develop the potential of individuals in a holistic manner, taking into account the abilities,
capabilities, interests and talents of students. This curriculum also prepares students to continue their
education and / or to involve the field of employment. In order to develop the potential of individuals
in a holistic manner, the role of visual communication in the textbooks should also be enhanced. This
is because textbook is still the main tool of teaching aids in secondary school throughout the country.
The effective of teaching and learning not only come from the great teachers and conducive environ-
ment, but the images of textbooks also as a main tool to influence students' learning. To that end, the
purpose of this research study is to investigate the role of visual communication in enhancing the
image of secondary textbook in Malaysia. The previous research was stated there are many critical is-
sues and problems in visual communication elements of the textbooks. For example, the cover design
layout is not standardized, the contents layout also were not practically design that caused textbooks
not function as a book that has legibility and readability characteristics. Further, the images using
are not quality and lower quality printing more become worsen of textbooks. For that reasons, the
research aim is introducing the new identity of visual communication elements that a more structured
and systematic to fulfill the standard quality requirement. Beside that, the main research objectives
are to review the issues and problems ofvisual communication elements and to propose the improve-
ments of textbook identity. Instead of them, the research questions are listed such how does the new
identity ofvisual communication elements that a more structured and systematic to fulfill the standard
quality requirement? What are the issues and problems of visual communication elements contained
in the textbook? And what are the proposed improvements of textbook identity? In this research, the
delimitation was only limited to cover design of textbook and the selected subject for 'Sejarah Form
5'. This research will contribute to three main groups such to academicians, to students and to govern-
ment especially Ministry of Education.
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METHODS
A descriptive research design using a survey instrument was administered in this study. Pre-
test and posttests based on a set of questionnaires were designed for this purpose. The questionnaire
was composed of questions seeking information regarding the improvement enhanced of visual com-
munication textbook images. Both pretest and posttest were using by different type questionnaires.
The respondents participated in this study were secondary school students, academician and indus-
tries expertise. The population of the study consisted of 97 students and teachers were randomly
selected to involve the pretest implementation. While the sampling respondents consisted of 50 peo-
ple's classified group selected to involve the posttest iInplementation like students who took SPM,
academician who having expertise in graphic field and industries expertise that having at least five
years experience. The study cased around Shah Alam Seksyen 2 and 7. All the data collection were
gathered, tabulated and analyzed by using Microsoft Excel.
Randomly Implenlerttation Improvement Classified Implementation 2
Assigned 1 Respondents
. Students Pretest x
·
Form 5 Students Posttest
. Teachers
·
Teachers(graphic
field)
·
Industry expertise
(graphic designer - >
5 years experiences)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This result presents data gathered from pretest and posttest administered to the research subject. All
data were gathered, tabulated and analyzed using Microsoft Excel into categories:
Section I: Demography distribution
The respondent's distribution by gender and category:
FenlaleTotal (%)Male
Employees Teacher 24%
Designer 9%
Students Form 3 3%
Form 4 3%
Form 5 70/0
Total 46%
29%
4%
7%
6%
8%
54%
53%
13%
10%
9%
15%
100%
Section II: Layout design simulation
No. of respondent 0/0
Layout 1
Layout 2
Layout 3
Total
35
43
19
97
36%
44%
200/0
100%
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Section III: Visual using
Image type
No. of image
Illustration
Photo image
One image
Two image
No. of respondent
28
69
52
45
%
29%
71%
54%
46%
Section IV: Appropriate visual
%No. of respondentSuitable visual
31 32%
Stadthuys Building
26 27%
A Famosa Building
40 41%
VS.Abdul Samad Building
Total 97 100%
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Section V: Typography using
No. of respondent
Serif type
Sans Serif type
Total
42
55
97
43%
57%
1000/0
Section VI: Color using
Type of color
Total
No. of respondent %
Dark 5 50/0
Bright 81 84%
Pastel 11 11%
Dull 0 0%
97 100%
Section VII: Content pages
The appropriate number of content pages:
No. of respondent %
50-100 pages
100-150 pages
Total-
42
55
97
43%
57%
100%
The result pretest and posttest questionnaires were administered for front cover of 'Sejarah
Form 5' subject. Finding showed that Layout 2 was selected by respondents with 44% compare an-
other two layout. Many respondents lTIOre preferred only one photo image (71 %) is appropriate for
cover. They choose Sultan Abdul Samad Building for cover design image (41 %). Whiletypeface us-
ing, finding showed that respondents more preferred Sans Serif type (57%). In term of color using,
the result showed that respondents more tended bright color with 84%. The last result showed many
people agreed about the number of content pages lTIOre appropriate among 100-150 pages (570/0).
Based on result finding, this study was proposed the improvement ofICBSM textbook image. There
have five [5] main areas recommendation to produced new identity. All the elements should have
standardized for all subject to creating a specific identity.
3.1 Layout
- The arrangement of visual and typography position more practically and structured.
- The cover design should have standardized for all subject. The differentiate only by color
using and image.
- The design should have legibility and readability characteristic.
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3.2 Visual
- Using one image as result finding.
- The image using should have highly pixel quality.
- Highly recommendation to take a photo-shoot image by using appropriate photography.
- Should not use a scanned image by another printed resource.
3.3 Typography
- Highly recommendation to use a typeface that has legibility and readability characteristic to
facilitate students.
- Limited for 3 type of typography and proposed the Sans Serif type as result finding.
3.4 Color
- Using a flat color bright for cover design, should not use multicolor.
3.5 Quality control
- Using a quality art paper printing / highly quality printing process.
- The textbook size should appropriate for students condition.
COMPARISON
Malaysian textbooks
B.Melayu
Abroad textbooks
Geografi Sejarah Tas. Islam
M.Languages Geography History R.Education
Hottest debatable about Malaysian textbook, unstandardize cover design layout and having a lot of
visual and using a lot of colors. This is different from abroad textbooks, the design have specific
identity and looking standardize.
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CONCLUSION
The issues of Malaysian textbook image become hottest news debatable among society, acad-
emician, scholars and intellectuals since a long time ago until this day. To that end, this study was
become benchmark for creating a new identity of visual communication elements of Malaysian text-
book that more structured and systematic to fulfill the standard quality requirement. This study was
recommend to the Ministry of Education can control the entire specific about visual communication
elements which is provide and distribute the sample of cover design to all printing company through
the State of Education Department. All the printing companies that are license printing given by the
government to ensure follow the requirements of sample design providing. In term of visual commu-
nication elements, this study was recommended that only expertise in graphic field including printing
should control all the process of creative making. This study was produced the 3 of sample design for
subject 'Sejarah Form 5'. If one of the samples given selected, all the cover design ofform 5 textbook
should follow the sample design to seen a standardize design. This is to ensure that the new textbook
having a new look of specific identity.
The sample design ofsubject 'Sejarah Fonn 5'
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